Diffusional behaviour of simple sorbates in zeolites: effect of anisotropic frameworks and geometrical correlations
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Abstract

Molecular dynamics (MD) studies of helium and argon diffusion in all-silica analogues of ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite are used to study diffusional anisotropy. All three zeolites have channels running parallel to only two of the three crystallographic axes. ZSM-5 and ZSM-11, however, allow for three-dimensional diffusional motion due to the presence of geometrical correlations. Motion in the correlated direction, which has no direct displacement channels, is distinctly subdiffusional on time scales of the order of 1 ns. The ballistic to diffusional crossover times are much greater for displacements in the direction showing correlated, as opposed to, direct displacements.

1. Introduction

Transport properties of simple sorbates in zeolites provide convenient models for understanding the effect of confinement in a microporous medium on the dynamics of fluids since zeolites are ordered porous media with well-characterised crystallographic structures which provide a very wide variety of pore dimensions, binding energies and channel geometries [1-4]. An obvious way in which confinement in a zeolite can alter the dynamics of a fluid is by inducing diffusional anisotropy due to a framework geometry belonging to a non-cubic space group resulting in unequal magnitudes of the three principal components of the diffusion tensor [3,4]. A related effect of confinement is the interdependence of the directional diffusivities due to special features of the channel network. Such geometrical correlations are said to occur when diffusion in a particular direction is possible as a result of correlated motions in orthogonal directions [3]. Examples of zeolites in which this is known to occur are ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and gismondine.

Diffusional anisotropy and associated geometrical correlations have been most extensively studied in the pure silica analogue of the industrially important zeolite ZSM-5 [5-9]. ZSM-5 belongs to an orthorhombic space group and contains channels parallel to the x- and y-directions. The channel connectivity is such that at a channel intersection the sorbate can move in one of the four directions in the xy-channel system and sorbate diffusion along the z-direction is only
possible by alternation of the sorbate between straight and zig-zag channels. To understand the effect of such geometrical correlations on the diffusional anisotropy, Karger developed a Markovian random walk model for diffusion in ZSM-5 which predicts the following relationship between the diffusion coefficients, $D_x$, $D_y$, and $D_z$, in the $x$-, $y$- and $z$-directions [5]

$$D_i \sim D_x^a D_y^b,$$

(1)

where $a$, $b$ and $c$ are the unit cell dimensions [8,9]. This model predicts that the anisotropy parameter, $A = \frac{\delta D_y}{\delta D_x} = \frac{D_y}{2D_x}$, should be greater than 4.4 and the randomisation parameter, $\beta \delta c^2 = D_y$, $b^2 = D_x$, should be unity. A recent molecular dynamics (MD) study of simple Lennard-Jones sorbates in ZSM-5 showed that the degree and nature of diffusional anisotropy depended significantly on the properties of the sorbate [10]. Helium, the smallest and most weakly bound sorbate, was found to comply most closely with the behaviour expected on the basis of the simple random walk model of Karger with $b$ close to unity and $A$ close to 4. The larger and more strongly bound sorbates (Ne, Ar, CH$_4$ and Xe) showed significant deviations from this model. While the correlation rule in Eq. (1) depends on the specific channel network seen in ZSM-5, two novel features of diffusional anisotropy emerged from this study which were related to the presence of geometrical correlations. These are: (a) slow crossover from ballistic to diffusional motion in the direction showing correlated displacements when compared to the directions showing direct displacements; and (b) subdiffusional behaviour in the correlated direction which persists over fairly long time scales of the order of 1 ns. For example, other than helium, all the other rare gases showed distinctly subdiffusional motion along the $z$-direction with the mean square displacement growing as $\sim t^{0.85}$ while in the $x$- and $y$-direction, the exponents were between 0.94 and 1.00. This suggests that the presence of geometrical correlations slows down the onset of Fickian or true diffusional behaviour to a sufficient degree that the resulting anisotropic subdiffusional behaviour in the direction showing correlated displacements may be potentially observable experimentally. The deviation from true diffusional behaviour for motion along the $z$-direction was found to depend on the following factors: (i) the geometrical connectivity of the ZSM-5 channel network; (ii) the nature of the potential energy landscape seen by a sorbate located within the channel spaces; and (iii) the packing density.

In this work, we present further tests of the effect of geometrical correlations on the behaviour of the mean square displacement as a function of time using MD simulations. The time dependence of the ensemble-averaged mean square displacement, $A^2 \langle r(t) \rangle$, and its directional components, $A^2 x \langle x(t) \rangle$, $A^2 y \langle y(t) \rangle$, and $A^2 z \langle z(t) \rangle$, on time can be represented by the relations:

$$A^2 r(t) = \ln(\langle r(\tau) - r(0) \rangle^2) = \ln(6D) + n \nu \tau,$$

(2)

$$A^2 x(0) = \ln(\langle x(0) - x(0) \rangle^2) = \ln(2D_x) + n \nu \tau;$$

(3)

and their analogues in the $y$- and $z$-directions. Typically, in condensed phases, at very short times, ballistic behaviour is seen and the exponents, $n$, $n_x$, $n_y$, and $n_z$, are 2. Over long time scales, diffusional behaviour sets in and the exponents are all unity. In sorbate-zeolite systems, deviations from integer power dependence are observed due to the effects of the confining potential [11]. In the present work, MD simulations are performed to compute the diffusivities, $(D_x, D_y, D_z)$, and exponents $(n_x, n_y, n_z)$ for helium and argon in three zeolites: ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite. ZSM-11, like ZSM-5, shows geometrical correlations, whereas ferrierite forms a simple two-dimensional channel system. This Letter is organised as follows. Zeolite structures, potential energy functions and simulation details are given in Section 2. Section 3 contains a discussion of the results and Section 4 summarises the main conclusions of the study.

2. Computational details

2.1. Zeolite structures

Crystallographic data on ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite are summarised in Table 1 [12-15]. The
essential features of the channel topology from the point of view of this study are as follows. ZSM-5 has straight channels parallel to the y-axis with elliptical cross-sections of size (5.7 Å x 5.1 Å). The zig-zag channels run parallel to the x-axis with a circular cross-section of 5.4 Å radius. Diffusion along the z-direction is only possible by alternation of the sorbate between the straight and zig-zag channels. ZSM-11 has straight channels running along x- and y-directions with nearly circular cross-sectional radii of 5.4 Å. Like ZSM-5, ZSM-11 can also show geometrical correlation. Ferrierite has channels parallel to the y- and x-direction with elliptical cross-sections of dimensions (5.4 Å x 4.2 Å) and (4.8 Å x 3.5 Å), respectively.

2.2. Potential energy surface

The functional form of the potential energy surface for the Lennard-Jones sorbates in all-silica ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite is based on the Kiselev model [16-18]. The total potential energy is subdivided into a guest-host term, $U_{gh}$, and a guest-guest term, $U_{gg}$. The latter is a pairwise additive Lennard-Jones potential between the sorbate atoms. $U_{gh}$ is parametrised assuming that the silicon atoms in the framework are completely shielded from interaction with the sorbate by the lattice oxygen atoms. Only the short-range repulsion and dispersion interactions between the lattice oxygen atoms and the sorbates are considered and the functional form of $U_{gh}$ is given by

$$U_{gh} = \sum_{j=1}^{n_O} \sum_{i=1}^{N} 4\varepsilon_{OS} \left( \sigma_{OS}^{12} r_{ij}^{-12} - \sigma_{OS}^{6} r_{ij}^{-6} \right),$$

(4)

where $n_O$ and $N$ are the number of framework oxygen and sorbate atoms, respectively, $r_{ij}$ is the distance between the jth framework oxygen and the ith sorbate atom and $\varepsilon_{OS}$ and $\sigma_{OS}$ are the Lennard-Jones parameters for the sorbate-oxygen interaction. We use the same set of potential energy parameters for the three zeolites (see Table 2) [10,19,20].

2.3. Molecular dynamics

Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out in the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble using the velocity Verlet algorithm [21]. The reference temperature was taken to be 300 K when equilibrating the system using velocity scaling; actual temperatures during a run were within ±20 K of this value. Orthorhombic periodic boundary conditions were imposed with a spherical cut-off radius of 12 Å for sorbate-sorbate and sorbate-zeolite interactions. The time step for each system was chosen to ensure energy conservation to better than the third significant figure. In accordance with previous studies, the zeolite framework was assumed to be rigid [10,11,20,22,23]. To ensure adequate equilibration in a rigid lattice framework, the system was thermalised at a high temperature of 500 K and then cooled slowly to 300 K in steps of 50 K. Simulation parameters for helium and argon in ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zeolite</th>
<th>Crystal system</th>
<th>Unit cell composition</th>
<th>Space group</th>
<th>Lattice parameters (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-5</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
<td>Si96O196</td>
<td>Pnma</td>
<td>20.07 19.92 13.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-11</td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
<td>Si96O192</td>
<td>I4m2</td>
<td>20.07 20.07 13.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrierite</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
<td>Si36O72</td>
<td>Pnmm</td>
<td>14.07 7.42 18.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sorbate</th>
<th>ess (kJ/moP)</th>
<th>rSS (Å)</th>
<th>eOS (kJ/moP)</th>
<th>rOS (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>1.183</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Molecular dynamics simulation parameters used for helium and argon in the zeolites ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zeolite</th>
<th>Rare gas</th>
<th>m (amu)</th>
<th>Conc. (atoms/u.c)</th>
<th>t_eq (ns)</th>
<th>t_prod (ns)</th>
<th>T (K)</th>
<th>(U_gb) (kJ mo^1)</th>
<th>C_gb (kJ mo^1)</th>
<th>Simulation cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-5</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-11</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrierite</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time step, equilibration and production times are denoted by \( h \), \( t\_eq \) and \( t\_prod \), respectively.

determined on the basis of detailed convergence tests for Lennard-Jones sorbates in ZSM-5 reported previously. Diffusion coefficients were calculated using an order-N algorithm with error bars of approximately ±10 to ±20%. The simulation parameters used for helium and argon are given in Table 3. When comparing diffusional behaviour in ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite, we considered helium and argon as sorbates since the former is the smallest and argon is the largest rare-gas sorbate able to traverse the three zeolite channel systems considered in this work.

3. Results and discussion

Table 4 compares the exponents for the time dependence of the mean square displacement of helium and argon in ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite in both the ballistic and diffusional regimes. The extent of the ballistic, crossover and diffusional regimes can be determined from plots of \( D^x \) \( r(t) \) (or \( D^y \) \( r(t) \), \( D^z \) \( r(t) \)) on a logarithmic scale. In determining the exponents in Table 4, the ballistic regime for He and Ar was assumed to extend up to 0.05 and 0.1 ps, respectively, while the diffusional regime was assumed to begin at 1 and 24 ps, respectively. All the exponents for all six sorbate-zeolite pairs are very close to 2 in the ballistic regime. The behaviour in the diffusional regime is much more variable. In general, the exponents for He are slightly greater than the corresponding ones for Ar indicating that the motion of the smaller He sorbate is more rapidly randomised in the zeolite pore spaces. In both ZSM-5 and ZSM-11, the values are significantly lower than the corresponding value of \( n \approx 0.5 \), confirming the distinctly subdiffusional character of sorbate motion along the z-direction. These low values of \( n \) correspond to time scales of the order of nanoseconds (~\( t\_prod \)) and may therefore be observable by pulsed field-gradient NMR. It is

Table 4
The exponents of the time-dependence of the mean-square displacements of helium and argon in ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite in the ballistic and diffusional regimes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zeolite</th>
<th>Sorbate</th>
<th>Conc. (sorbates/u.c)</th>
<th>Ballistic</th>
<th>Diffusional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( n_x ) ( n_y ) ( n_z ) ( n )</td>
<td>( n_x ) ( n_y ) ( n_z ) ( n )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-5</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSM-11</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrierite</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible that in the long time limit true diffusional behaviour with an $n_z$ exponent of unity is restored, as has been suggested in the case of single-file diffusion in zeolites [24,25].

To examine the crossover behaviour when going from the ballistic to the diffusional regime, the following procedure was adopted. The diffusional regime was defined by a minimum time, $t_{\text{min}}$, and a maximum time, $t_{\text{max}} = t_{\text{prod}}/2$, where $t_{\text{prod}}$ is the production run length. $t_{\text{min}}$ was varied from 5 to 50 ps for argon and from 0.5 to 30 ps for helium. The exponents in the diffusional regime were determined as a function of $t_{\text{min}}$ by fitting the data over the corresponding length of time in the diffusional regime to Eqs. (2) and (3). One may expect that if the crossover is sharp then the exponents will rapidly settle to a value characteristic of the diffusional regime.

Fig. 1a shows the $n_x$ versus $t_{\text{min}}$ plots. Except for Ar in ferrierite, for all other sorbate-zeolite pairs, $n_x$ settles down fairly quickly to an asymptotic value with fluctuations of ±0.01. The anomalous and slow rise of $n_x$ in the case of Ar in ferrierite is because the minor axis of the elliptical channels in the x-direction is almost the same as the van der Waals diameter of Ar resulting in constrained motion in this direction. Fig. 1b shows that the value of $n_y$ stabilises to an asymptotic value fairly quickly in all the cases studied and therefore the crossover regime must be very narrow. Fig. 1c clearly shows the slow crossover behaviour in the correlated z-direction for both He and Ar in ZSM-5 and ZSM-11, which is more pronounced for Ar. The variation of $n_z$ is much wider than for $n_x$ and $n_y$. The $n_z$ values in ZSM-11 are larger than those for sorbates in ZSM-5 possibly indicating that the

![Fig. 1](image-url)
connectivity of the channel network allows for more rapid randomisation of motion in the correlated direction in the case of ZSM-11.

Table 5 shows the average sorbate-sorbate and sorbate-zeolite potential energies as well as diffusion coefficients for argon in ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite. Interestingly the structural similarity of ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 is reflected in the values of $hU_{g,i}$, $hU_{g,i}$ as well as the diffusion coefficients. Directional diffusivities of He are always greater than those of Ar as a consequence of the much smaller size, mass and polarisability of the He atom. Given the ±10-20% errors in the diffusivities, the $D_y/D_x$ ratio is remarkably close to unity for all the cases except Ar in Ferrierite while $D_z$ (for ZSM-5 and ZSM-11) is always much less than $D_x$ or $D_y$. The high value of $D_y/D_x$ for Ar in ferrierite is due to the constrained motion of Ar in the channels parallel to the x-direction.

Before concluding this discussion, it is important to consider the effect of including lattice vibrations on our results. Clearly the presence of both simple geometrical constraints e.g. narrow channel dimensions, and long length scale features of the channel network can result in incomplete or slow randomisation of sorbate motion and sub-diffusional behaviour. If lattice vibrations are explicitly included, they will tend to promote randomisation within a given channel system but are unlikely to significantly affect properties which depend on the large length scale features of the zeolite. Thus, the $n_x$ exponent of Ar in ferrierite is expected to be more sensitive to lattice vibrations than the $n_z$ coefficients in ZSM-5 and ZSM-11. One can also conjecture that any increase in constraints on the passage of a sorbate through a zeolite will result in a tendency to slow down the onset of true diffusional or Fickian behaviour. Geometrical correlations present just one example of this type of behaviour.

### 4. Conclusions

The results of the MD studies of He and Ar in ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and ferrierite indicate that the presence of geometrical correlations substantially reduces the exponent of the time dependence of the sorbates in the zeolites.
mean square displacement in the correlated direction from the true diffusional value of unity for time scales of the order of 1 ns. Geometrical correlations also increase the time taken for the system to crossover from ballistic to diffusional behaviour.
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